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The fMRI results of Exp. 1 show that direction of flight is related to greater
visual cortex activity in the hemisphere opposite the direction of movement.

For Exp. 2, although the standard SPM fMRI analysis did not reveal a significant
difference in direction of flight between flying and watching conditions, the
decoding results did reveal a significant difference in prediction performance
between flying and watching that occurs prior to movement onset and is
correlated with task performance.

The results of the MEG analysis confirm that direction of flight as well as
reconstruction of continuous aileron & elevator deflections can be predicted from
visual cortex activity prior to control stick movement.

Together, these results suggest that visual cortical activity is modulated by goal-
directed attentional processes that are predictive of future stimulation and related
to task performance likely serving as a target space for motor control.
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Introduction

Aviation Cerebral Experimental Sciences ACES utilizes multimodal brain imaging
(fMRI, MEG, EEG, NIRS, TDCS, TMS, GVS) during complex flight simulation
tasks providing for the ability to investigate perception, motor control, learning,
attention, memory, cognition, multitasking, and situational awareness under
engaging real-world conditions.

A key challenge to this research is the development of multimodal brain imaging
techniques (e.g. Variational Bayesian Multimodal Encephalography VBMEG) to
investigate continuous real world behavior in very rich and potentially
unconstrained environments.

The objective of this experiment is to determine goal-direct attentional
neural correlates underlying movement intention and performance on a
complex perceptual-motor task (flight simulation).

Experiment 1 (fMRI & MEG) investigates differences in brain activity
underlying direction of movement in complex (Flight Simulation) and
simple (Control Stick Movement) tasks.

Experiment 2 (fMRI) utilizes a SVM (support vector machine) to
decode direction of flight in flying and watching only conditions to
determine whether visual activity during flying is reflective of goal-
directed attentional processes or whether it is merely a product of visual
stimulation.
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Fly the airplane either to the left
or right cones with a vertical
bank between the red marks.

Simple Control Stick Movement Task

Move the control stick to the
left or right as directed. Inst Fixate Ready Go Fixate
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A similar flying task was used in experiment 2
except that the starting point was farther out
and the cones were separated by a greater
distance in order to make the trials longer for
decoding purposes. Experiment 2 also consists
of watching only conditions.
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Individual Subject Decoding Performance (mean -3 to 2 sec) is Correlated with
Piloting Performance through Cones (r=.6, p<0.05).

Experiment 1 MEG
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Using sparse logistic regression, single
trial MEG data from current sources
localized via VBMEG in visual areas
one-second just prior to onset of
control stick movement on the flying
task  can significantly predict direction
of flight (70.7%; n = 20).
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Continuous aileron and elevator deflection can be predicted from visual cortex
activity 200msec prior to control stick movement with a fair degree of accuracy to
reconstruct the flight of the airplane on some trials.

Average Current Activity in Brain Regions
That Significantly Predict Direction of Flight


